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OBJECT 
 

Words block up our Path – Wherever primitive men put down a word, 
they thought they had made a discovery. How different the case really 

was!—they had come upon a problem, and, while they thought they had 
solved it, they had in reality placed an obstacle in the way of its solution. 

Now, with every new piece of knowledge, we stumble over petrified 
words and mummified conceptions, and would rather break a leg than a 

word in doing so  
Nietzsche, The Dawn of Day, I-47. 

  
 EXIT 
 

A man, any man, will go considerably out of his way to pick up a silver 
dollar; but here are golden words, which the wisest men of antiquity 

have uttered, and whose worth the wise of every succeeding age have 
assured us of; — and yet we learn to read only as far as Easy Reading, the 

primers and class-books, and when we leave school, the "Little 
Reading," and story-books, which are for boys and beginners; and our 

reading, our conversation and thinking, are all on a very low level, 
worthy only of pygmies and manikins. 

Thoreau, Walden, “Reading”, #9 
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Prelude – “Café, Beaufort, South Carolina”, by Robert Frank (from 
The Americans) 

ORIGINS 
 

I aim to take everything, every political situation, from the lowest, 
smallest, most indifferent point of view.1 I am seeking with fervor the 
vantage point of the un-important, of the forgotten, there, that, what I, 
anybody, come from. I am the idiot. This is the existential position best 
echoing the onto-epistemological degré zéro of the political (found 
transversally in different expressions in works by Pierre Clastres, Étienne 
de La Boétie, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Karl Marx, or Walter Benjamin). 
Degré zero, that is: maintaining no matter what the assumption of the 
radical equality of each and all and everything. 
 

 
 

                                                        
1 From a keynote address delivered at the Annual Student Conference on the theme of 
“Thinking as a way of Life”, CSPT University of Victoria, British-Columbia, Canada, April 25, 
2014. 
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 (This is not science, this is not theory, this is just me, thinking as a way of 
life). 
 
 

Onto-epistemology – the site, the pedagogy 
REPETITION 

 
Over the years one comes to realize that whenever she talks about 
politics, she mostly repeats things she has heard. 
 
Whether it is growing up an angry teenager talking about politics with 
my angry dad who watched a lot of angry TV; being a disoriented 
college student avidly reading all sorts of political columnists; discussing 
political theory with my peers while I was writing a PhD dissertation; 
teaching political theory to kids at University; posing as a thinker, 
reading the work of other political theorists. 
 
I’m not special. It strikes me as remarkable that most of the time we just 
don’t make things up. We hear things and we repeat them. I contend 
that repetition is mostly, and generally what “political thought” is. 
Jean-Pierre Faye in his work on fascism has theorized this phenomenon 
as “chaînes discursives”, discursive chains, that is sentences or typical 
groupings of meanings which are used simultaneously in discourses of 
diverse origins (science, media, government) over a period of time in a 
given society. These discursive chains make up what could be called 
common sense, or the dominant ideology of a time. They find their way 
in private conversations, they weave into the texture of social 
representation. They make what thinking is in a given historical time. 
And these aggregates evolve, or not. In any case, it is a speech process, 
and it is collective. 
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Repetition, that which makes things political, that which make scales, 
concerns not only speeches and discursive chains, but all sorts of 
behaviors, choreographies, rituals, habits, and habitats. Repetition is a 
name for the perpetual happening that political order is. 
 
Contemplating this phenomenon, we could dismiss the process and 
practices of repetition, as I did for a long time, considering it the 
manifestation of an absence, the absence of thinking, a lack of a 
consciousness of sort (this is indeed how political elites of all brands 
have forever blamed the masses for not raising to the occasion of their 
own liberation). Thinking, I used to think, is not repeating. Thinking is 
creation and repetition is not. Thinking, I wanted to believe, opposes 
repetition and order and platitude. 
 
I used to feel this way about repetition, because creativity, the freedom 
and hospitality and communality it calls for, is my criteria for everything, 
for anything good in the absence of God. 
 
I now think, having devoted much time to this question, having 
observing and experiencing language and being collective for a 
while, that repeating is thinking, and it is a way of life. 
 
Repeating is thinking because it is a connective and thus a creative 
realm of activity (a form of connectivity is thus what I am interested in). 
 
Repetition connects THINGS (ontological sites) and IDEAS (passwords). 
Through these connections between ontological sites and passwords, 
and passwords and passwords, MAPS to be shared among us are 
created and produced (we share a code coding places that create 
orientation as modalities, practices, preferences, expectations, fear, 
values).  
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These animated maps MAKE the places where we live (it creates 
paradoxical connections between sites and words). We, symbolic 
crazies, do not live on earth, but in mobile maps. We dwell in closed 
symbolic valuation systems built in the open indefinite flow of 
experience (this is obviously what good old phenomenology calls “the 
world”). 
 
And we talk and write and produce images, through repetition 
connecting ideas with ideas, forgetting about thingness, forgetting the 
ontological sites we incessantly, unknowingly, carelessly, frenetically, 
confidently operate. As Benjamin put it, there is a mimetic gist in 
language. Language is an imitation of “nature” that has gone rogue. It 
takes its forces from what there is. Appropriates it. Always on the brink 
of foreclosure. 
 
Thinking as repetition thus contributes to maintain a realm of 
manifestation we live in, from, on, and for. It is a power of invocation 
(magic materialism if you like labels). Think of: 
 

Roads     Races 
Circulation    Sexuality 
Monuments     Zones 
Laws      Lines 
Borders    Concepts 
Subjects    Prices 
Patronyms 

 
All of these material/symbolic occurrences, are collective belief 
practices, are repetitions, are effects, in effect. They play in crisscrossing 
maps, they operate nodes of space and time. 
 
This is how repeating is thinking and how thinking is political: it makes 
space, directions, a home, a clearing in the world, it makes identity, it 
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marks the land and grant thing-ness and value and propriety. In this 
“vision” political thinking is assimilated to ontological landscaping – it is 
carving affectivity into a closed system of relation form that sustains life 
(both connecting and disjointing – that is, silencing). 
 
Repetition is thinking politically as much as deciding collectively of 
something that could have been otherwise, and as much as the political 
realm is the realm of the open invention of contingent life-forms. 
 
Repetition produces herds of deeds haunting the present, holding time, 
making space. This is why repetition is thinking as a way of living. It is 
alive; it makes a place to live. 
 
So: if we think of repetition as political thinking, what do we get do 
see? 
 
Repetition makes things exist through semiotic redundancy – this is what 
a political object is; a discursive or a ritual effect, a cult sustaining the 
archive we call home. And when I say home, I mean a crazy place – it is 
Kundera’s Kitsch, Trump’s USA, Michael Jackson’s Neverland, The 
Oyster of the disfranchised, Yuri Kapralov’s Alphabet City, Las Vegas’ 
parking lots (more on that later).    
 
Thinking belongs to the category of deed – and as I mentioned earlier, 
one needs not to use speech and words in order to think politically. 
 
Voting is thinking; 
Abide to law is thinking; 
Standing for the national anthem is thinking; 
Taking a job in the military is thinking; 
Asking for someone’s identity is thinking; 
Acknowledging Indigenous land is thinking; 
Paying for food or education is thinking; 
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Keeping silence about injustice is thinking; 
Vacationing in Varadero is thinking; 
Torture is thinking; 
Using Facebook is thinking. 
 
Thinking is a doing: it (re)produces connections between sites and 
ideas. Thinking is as good as it is bad. It is, and it is inescapable. 
Thinking as repetition produces connections as redundancies, it has a 
stroboscopic effect, it makes things happen, it invokes forces. Deeds 
(including speech, including the repeated), by making things happen 
collectively that could have been otherwise, are political. 
 
What we can infer from this is that political thinking is both singular and 
collective: 
 
Singular: a deed is something that happens once, it is situated and it is 
unique – it belongs to the category of the eternal return, the glorious 
body – it is that, and it is all there is (think of it as your own life); 
 
Collective: a deed is an effect, and effect there is, only if pertaining to an 
operative, that is shared, system of connections or grammar. We know 
of effects after the deed – the deed do not create effect but as repetition 
– a deed is a deed (a repetition that thinks) when plural. Repetition 
makes the deed plural and plurality makes the deed political. Thinking is 
collective. It is relations created in connections that matter. Think of the 
army of metaphors and rituals that make our material/symbolic dwelling 
– the labor of living, the inescapable togetherness. 
 
Holding to these considerations, I would argue that repetition is the 
most common expression of political thinking, and that it contains all the 
characteristics of thinking as a way of life. 
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I even came to see this as a strangely good news – because it means that 
we, anybody, anywhere, anytime, think a lot; we think politically; we 
actually make things happen, whether or not we engage in things; it is 
possible to take responsibility for what there is; 
there exist a patrimonial knowledge of political mapping (a “general 
intellect”); the place where we live could be something else than what it 
is now (and it means a lot). 
 
Let’s consider the implications of this problématisation of thinking as 
repeating/as political, or ontological landscaping as singular and 
collective in regards to political theory making. 
 
 

Analytics – the program 
RUINS 

 
The first step to take into this is analytical: it is about exploring the realm 
of the repeated. Two questions for political theory arise from this 
diagnosis, this vision, this “critical paranoia” of political reality as 
repetition, as living archive, as a ghost dance: 
 
What are the things we make into things we live in, from, on and for, by 
repeating? What gives what shape to what? Where do we dwell? What is 
our performed ontological landscape? Where am I, thinking as a “We”? 
 
What is given up, left out, traded-off, muted or sacrificed in the making 
of these things we live in, from, on and for? What is the accursed share 
of the deeds we are being becoming? 
 
Political theory is a craft, it is the art of painting portraits of material-
symbolic dwellings – it is the magic art of making things collective visible 
– taking a starting point in the daily life experience, and rendering 
tangible the structures and forces keeping it all in place. It is guessing 
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the forms of the stage we’re on, what is there and what is not, gluing 
parts together, in the manner of a cubist painting. It is thus a very patient 
and uncertain, never-ended labor. 
 
(1) The idiotic political theorist needs to frenetically collect 
redundancies. Redundancies are discursive chains, mental structures, 
images, habits, actions, memories; they concern words; bodies; 
choreography; staging. Redundancies corpuses are built through wildly 
open multi-sources discourse analysis (big data style, but hand-made). It 
is meant to capture herds of words sharing common characteristics of 
time/place and to try to identify repetitions, redundant groupings of 
meanings, repetitive images. Fields are indefinite: commissions, 
audiences, public debates, media content, scholarship, tv shows, blogs, 
transcripts of all sorts produced by agencies and corporations, state-
sponsored works of art. It is also extremely useful to be particularly 
attentive to the aural/oral realm. This is where one can find the most 
salient theoretical frameworks (taking that the analytic is in the relation, 
not in a book by Foucault). The whole idea of this collecting carried out 
in pure gratuity is to reconstitute or discover discursive chains 
assemblages. 
 
The idiotic political theorist practices what Walter Benjamin called tactile 
reception. It means collecting and interrogating landscapes of 
habituation (driving on highways, walking in shopping malls, sitting in 
front of a computer, living in buildings for mass education, sequences of 
food eaten in a place-time); Look for rituals. It aims at identifying and 
interpreting what Robert Smithson calls anti-Monuments (heaps of dirt, 
parking towers, rock carries, amusement parks). It is about making 
places talk, it is about using and misusing places, seeing what, whatever 
happens. It means collecting thematically expressive symbolism in the 
landscape of habituation. Without hope, without a frame for comfort: 
looking for meaning, signs, and correspondences. 
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(Political theory is empirical or it is not. Thinking is not a faculty and it is 
not a thing of the brain. It is between things as the operation of reality 
upon itself). 
 
(2) The idiotic phenomenologist needs to explore what is being 
silenced by repetition (through experiences and stories). 
 
The intention is to experiment and document any crossing of the line 
coming to one’s knowledge (the objective is not to discriminate – one 
needs to absorb as much tension as one can – the relation being made 
manifest in the tension). It can translate into: 
 
Taking an interest in lost causes, in the marginal, un-heard, un-readable, 
un-usable; 
 
Listening to the people blocking roads, taking note of what they 
express, taking it at face-value; 
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Documenting the life of people trying to live without plastic or men or a 
day job, and all the “I prefer not to” to be found, for they teach one 
about redundancies and their shadows; 
 
Listening to the complaints of old people, to people society have given 
up on – the ugly ones, the unworthy; 
 
Being attentive to the normative structure of public speech situations 
when one experiment them (what can/cannot be said/done on a given 
stage); 
 
Telling wealthy and affluent people or just anybody that we are not free; 
that this is not democracy; note all their conjuration words (Syria, 
Afghanistan, concentration camps, USSR, ancestors); 
 
Being attentive to what triggers one’s own feelings of alienation (image, 
status, set ups), to childhood memories, and clumsiness. Interrogating 
one’s disdain, fear and joy, nostalgia, apocalyptic visions. Finding 
dialectical images wherever one can; 
 
Questioning surrounding objects: trinkets, pictures, tacky stuff passed 
on to the next generation, toys (like a miniature car fleet kept in a Star 
Wars figurines plastic box dear to a four years old); 
 
Rewriting of places, meanings, and names, etymology, stratified signs – 
hanging on to genealogy (the forgotten, traces of will); 
 
Collecting junk and figuring it out, over time, the contours, the shadows 
of the repeated, the chosen, the consecrated, and how it is cultivated.  
 
Feeling the direction, being patient enough. 
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Not making a difference between making a living and doing political 
theory. 
 
If thinking is out there and not in here, singular-collective rather than 
individual-general, it starts anywhere, grabbing anything, and as much 
as one can – at the structural and historical level, there is just one world. 
The ordinary, the daily life, the anecdotal, pygmies and manikins, is 
producing/produced by the structure, is in writing. 
 
 

Authoritative objectification 
(state’s sovereignty and capital-value) 

 
Let’s now turn to the question of what is given up, traded-off, 
muted or sacrificed. 
 
Collecting redundancies and stories of silencing on several plateaus 
(technology, talk radio, television, company towns, food industry, car 
culture, powwows, architecture, indigenous land claims, clowns, 
identity, race/class/sex/territory, shit, idiocy, forgotten/unknown/angry 
writers, university) one finds that what we call political freedom actually 
refers, goes back to, rests upon, is a tributary of state’s sovereignty, and 
that what is called “choice” actually refers to, go toward, is suck by, 
actualizes itself as value-as-capital. 
 
State’s sovereignty and value-as-capital are the two articulated structural 
components of thinking as a way of life that prevails in our shared 
mental environment – it is the arch-repetition, the ground on which we 
live, the ur-vessel. 
 
Not entering into the details of the grammatical components of 
repetition, suffice to say here that these components share a common 
feature when it comes to the problem of thinking as a way of life – state’s 
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sovereignty and capital-value perform the separation of the singular and 
collective dimension of thinking. 
 
They play into a twin structure of abdication: a separation of life and 
decision, and of life and value. The doing is the abdication of thinking as 
doing something else than abdicating. 
 
The repetition of these structures is thus the performed disjunction of 
the immanent power of thinking as making a dwelling – living. This is, 
from a critical paranoiac perspective, the trade-off we make with the 
power accumulators, the object of worship in our political cults, the 
accursed share. 
 

* 
 
Plato, when contemplating the effect of writing on philosophy, refers 
analogically to the situation of thinking in this problem of state’s 
sovereignty and capital-value, or the symbolic-material subtraction of 
power from life. There is a moment in his work, a vertical move, as in a 
shaking tent, where he casts doubts on his own literary endeavor. 
 
At the end of the Phaedrus, Socrates reports the words of Thamus, an 
Egyptian king, to Theuth, the God who gave the gift of writing:  
 

“This discovery of yours [that is: writing] will create forgetfulness 
in the learners' souls, because they will not use their memories; 
they will trust to the external written characters and not remember 
of themselves. The specific which you have discovered is an aid 
not to memory, but to reminiscence, and you give your disciples 
not truth, but only the semblance of truth; they will be hearers of 
many things and will have learned nothing; they will appear to be 
omniscient and will generally know nothing; they will be tiresome 
company, having the show of wisdom without the reality”. 
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To which Socrates adds:  
 

“I cannot help feeling, Phaedrus, that writing is unfortunately like 
painting; for the creations of the painter have the attitude of life, 
and yet if you ask them a question they preserve a solemn silence. 
And the same may be said of speeches. You would imagine that 
they had intelligence, but if you want to know anything and put a 
question to one of them, the speaker always gives one unvarying 
answer. And when they have been once written down they are 
tumbled about anywhere among those who may or may not 
understand them, and know not to whom they should reply, to 
whom not: and, if they are maltreated or abused, they have no 
parent to protect them; and they cannot protect or defend 
themselves”. 

 
The ills of writing, in relation to live speech as the very practice of 
wisdom, are listed in the latter passage as follow: Firstly, it means the 
externalization of knowledge as the disappearance of memory (replaced 
by reminiscence) – that is: the loss of what you got in the benefit of what 
you are told to think. Secondly, it means that we are left with an image of 
truth (as opposed to truth itself), a show of wisdom (as opposed to the 
reality of it), or noise without knowledge. Thirdly, speeches there 
become “one unvarying answer” to every question, is rendered 
indifferent to the presence of interlocutors; Interlocutors become 
superfluous, expendable, wasted. Lastly, speeches can be used in a 
harmful way. Writing is dead speech, or better and creepier, written 
words are zombies. Le mort saisit le vif. 
 
This is what structurally defines the practice of objectification proper to 
state’s sovereignty and value-as-capital: univocal, solipsist masquerades 
of truth that could be used in a harmful way, and that exist at the 
condition to which what we know is taken away and replaced by what 
we should think. Reminiscence replaces memory; laws replace relations; 
money replaces knowledge.Think of: 
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The criminalization of traditional knowledge and economies in the 
British empire; 
The corporative accreditations required to any productive/reproductive 
activities; 
The institution of intellectual property; 
The privatization of patrimonial and cooperative knowledge as profit; 
The culture industry (music, food, stories, love); 
The fact that universities in collaboration with governments, the 
Industries and banks, are selling knowledge to people who have to 
contract loans to “afford” it. 
 
What we know (can know) is taken away and replaced by what we 
should think. Reminiscence therefore means: we will sell to you what we 
decide you should know. 
 
Thinking as repeating (state’s sovereignty and value-capital) produces 
authoritative objectifications that we ought to dwell in (although it is not 
built for living, but, more precisely, for accumulation in the name of 
dwelling). 
 
 

Ethics – 
(taking responsibility for the place we make) 

 
Authoritative objectification is the use and effect of the appropriated 
connectivity of thinking (the thing that one will find we repeat the most) – 
the separation of the singular and the collective in thinking, for the 
monopolization of violence (an image of political freedom) and for the 
creation of capital-value (an image of choice). Think of: 
 

Buildings    Diplomas    Gastronomy 
Computers    Phones    Video games 
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Festivals     Bridges    Fast food 
Casinos     Pornography   Varadero 
Bars     R & D     Paying for food 
Polls    Air conditioning   Paying for shelter 
Jobs     Hair coloring    Paying for identity 
Dieting     Bellbottom jeans   Paying for choice 
Fashion     Political parties   Paying for friends 
Travels     Speed    Paying for kids 
Angelina Jolie    Security systems   Paying for art 
Therapy     Health care    Paying for knowledge 
Caffeine     Leadership 

 
* 

 
Have these programs been chosen? 

Are they programs we thought of wanting? 
How were they created? 

Why? 
What are the names and the addresses and employers of those who put 

these programs in place? 
What are they meant to achieve? 

What do they mean? 
Is it out of hand? 

Is happy alienation and forgetfulness the last word? 
How is it to dwell in there? 

What if we do not respond to any of it? 
What else can we do with it? 

How can we be responsible for all this? 
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I don’t have answer to any of this, but I wonder. Either we repeat state’s 
sovereignty and value-capital, or we don’t. 
 
It is now time to bring up the “We” in question, the question of the 
author of thinking as repeating, the author of the authoritative 
objectification. 
 
We: political theorists owners of private property on native land; 
We: waged-laborers of political ideas; 
We: wanna-bes; 
We: eating, sleeping, shitting, singing on the land everyday; 
We: happily repeating violence and dispossession of devices of 
authoritative objectification; 
We: who master nature and people under the concept of totality; 
We: makers of the dwelling; 
We: anyone; 
We: who repeat. 
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What if we would think of political theory as the effort of knowingly 
repeating; for the sake of tending to the tension in thinking (the fold 
from where images and dreams slip), to keep the machinery of political 
imagination open? 
 
There is no simple or single answer as to what life could become, but 
one can take some responsibility to the fact that we are holders of 
repetition (and not of state’s sovereignty, and not of capital-value), and 
that the world we live in is a thought of ours: 
 
We don’t have to kill in order to live (to be alive is not to be sovereign); 
  (Gertrude Stein) 
 
We don’t have to pay just to stay alive (to be alive is not a privilege); 
  (Pierre-Joseph Proudhon) 
 
Thinking is singular and collective, unless we singularly and collectively 
decide that it is not (by repeating sovereignty and capital-value as the 
separation of thoughts and deeds). 
 
When repeating the structural disjointing of life and force, of collective 
and singular, in the reiteration of sovereignty and capital, this is when 
we decide to kill and when we choose to pay. 
 
Radical political theorizing is about stateless writing, pauper writing, 
while still taking responsibility for the place we mak/d/e. Dismantling 
authoritative objectifications is learning to ruin them by reinterpretation, 
hijacking, idleness, by multiplying and derailing authorship.  
 
Especially: dismantling research and university as it is produced now – 
the authoritative objectification we deal with daily, locally. Making an 
illicit use of knowledge. 
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Associating with the (un-usable) (un-named) (un-important) make 
impossible the recuperation of what you do – make your doing pure 
expenditure. 
 
Coming forward with impossible demands and claim (gift giving, 
thinking as expenditure), claiming claims that are impossible, un-
computable, making demands that are unheard of; demands from 
anybody for everybody, collective and singular, things that won’t 
happen, but very well could, against all odds, in pure gratuity. 
 
The general strike, or being the idiot: a handy, gratuitous way of 
thinking-as-connecting-sites-and-ideas. Being the idiot replaces the 
desperate need for judgment (that is value, that is hierarchy, that is 
violence deemed necessary). It gives one a break. It also put together 
new programs – ways of seeing things, unwillingly, gracefully, thinking 
as a way of life.  
 
Bringing in and out the big open – what else would do it? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 
 


